
Fantasy/Sci-Fi Genre Project 

For this project you will be required to create a movie poster based on the book you have read. It should look 

like a movie poster that you see in the theaters – informative and interesting to the viewer. The poster will be 

presented in class and explained. 

Project Requirements: 

 Title of novel must be in large writing and should stand out on your movie poster. Must say “Based on 

the book by (author’s name).” Your name will appear on the poster as the director or producer. 

 A major illustration should be the focus of your poster. It must contain original art to represent your 

novel. (Do not copy the book cover or any existing material) 

 The movie poster must have a catchy tagline that interests the audience and describes the basic 

plot/theme of the movie. (For example: Toy Story used “Hang on for the comedy that goes to infinity 

and beyond!” and Charlotte’s Web used “Help is coming from above”) 

 List THREE famous stars and “cast” them in the main character roles for your “movie.” The “stars” of 

your “movie” should be named and pictured on your poster (you may print or cut out pictures of these 

actors). 

 You must have two quotes from the novel that exemplify the theme of the novel. 

 A rating of the novel must be on the poster. 
Example: 

  

Recommended for readers seeking a suspenseful and exciting adventure! 
                      OR 

 Not recommended for readers that hope to be entertained and thrilled. 
 

 Your poster must be colorful and creative. 

WARNING: If you choose a book that has already been made into a film, DO NOT use anything from the film 

in your project! All ideas and work must be your own. 

Rubric: 

Novel Title, Author, & Your Name Represented Correctly  _____/5 

Major Illustration Represents the Novel     _____/5  

Catchy Tagline          _____/5 

3 Stars Cast as Main Characters       _____/5 

2 Quotes from the Novel        _____/5 

Rating of Novel          _____/5 

Colorful & Creative         _____/5 

 

Total: _____/35 


